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The INITIAL WAR with the alien invaders was shocking brief and decisive, with 
very few deaths on either side being a result of direct combat.



Humanity’s first official contact with the invaders was swift and unexpected, with an armada of  ships
appearing suddenly in skies across the world, deploying smaller vessels to the surface in and around 
large human settlements. 
 
Emerging from these dropships came a multitude of green-skinned humanoid women, scantily clad in 
scarlet red uniforms that bearly concealed their heavy cleavage. They moved with singular purpose
wherever they went, bent on nothing less than to capture and mate with every human male they could 
find. 
 
Ahead of this en masse invasion, the Aliens had already covertly deployed their more specialized combat 
force to disrupt human chains of command and strategic weaponry, leaving most human settlements to 
defend themselves with isolated military responses. 
 
Unfortunately the Aliens’ superior technology and physiology proved difficult to match.  Protective
devices shielded them from all manner of firearms, and each had physical strength that easily overpow-
ered the typical human male. 
 
To make matters even worse, male humans who engaged with them in close quarters soon found them-
selves overwhelmed by feelings of arousal and a desire to submit. The pheromones the Aliens emitted 
invoked an instinctual primal desire from their human male prey, an intense need to submit and spread 
their legs in the presence of their superiors. 
 
For those men that looked the aliens in the eyes, the battle was well and truly over. The semi-hypnotic 
gaze they possessed would strip away any desire to resist, and leave nothing but a deep desire to please. 
Soon they would want nothing, need nothing more than to plunge their cocks into the embrace of their 
green goddesses, abandoning all else.

The INVASION



Originating from the depths of outer space, the Alien invaders 
are a society of female humanoids whose purpose is to 
‘colonize’ new worlds they encounter by cross-breeding 
with the local intelligent lifeforms, thus creating a new 
species well adapted to the planets existing biosphere 
while being part of their social and evolutionary lineage. 
 
The Aliens are a species that is axiomatically 
predisposed to the act of mating. Their entire 
society, technology and culture revolve around 
the sustainable and eternal  pursuit of sexual 
pleasure and the act of reproduction. 
 
They typically conclude that the ‘male’ or 
genetic vector of any species they 
encounter is best subordinated and 
given purely over to the role of 
reproductive pleasure. Thus upon arriving 
on Earth, they quickly subdued the vast 
majority of human males to use as breeding 
stock and sex pets. 
 
In order to properly hybridize with humanity, 
the entire population of the alien fleet was born 
into female humanoid bodies produced from 
scouting and observation data of humans gathered 
well in advance of their arrival. Whatever form they took 
previously was apparently discarded, and remains a mystery.

Aliens



Citizens are the most numerous rank of alien and are employed 
in a wide variety of careers required to keep an interstellar fleet 
functioning. Their efforts and labor can be directed by aliens of 
higher rank when required but they are generally free to pursue 
work based on their disposition and talents. 
 
Citizens also enjoy a number of rights that protect their 
everyday quality of life and maintain a healthy and 
happy community, including free access to human 
males for frequent casual sex. The Aliens can control 
their biological impulses with medical technology, 
but as long as males are available they would prefer 
to spend their recreational time fucking. 
 
Citizens all wear a ‘uniform’ resembling 
a bright red leotard combined with 
white flared gloves and boots. The materials  
resemble rubber or latex due to 
their reflectivity but they are in actuality 
a highly functional garment weaved with 
nanotechnology.   
 
Aside from being highly durable, it is also 
completely resistant to stains of all kinds, 
a useful feature for a species that does not 
have time to waste on undressing when 
there is mating to be done.

Alien CITIZENS



The aliens negotiate with males in a very direct manner, nothing less than 
total submission for a lifetime of sexual gratification.  For males to desire
anything else is a waste of their talent and potential.



With their initial invasion crippling the human’s ability to respond with significant military force, the 
aliens used their position of power to begin negotiations with Earth’s leadership, to secure the orderly 
management of the remaining male population, as well as the logistics and details of the aliens gradual 
habitation and merging with the extant human population. 

Given their overwhelming defeats during the invasion, human leadership had little choice but to partici-
pate in such negotiations - however many early attempts failed spectacularly as human administrations 
often sent male representatives and male security forces to the meetings. Initially, this action was not as 
foolish as it seemed, as countermeasures can be taken against the alien’s eyes and pheromones, and
elderly statesmen, both worldly and well past their sexual prime were considered ideal candidates for 
discussions.

Ultimately though, the humans greatly underestimated their opponent’s ability for rational seduction. 
Alien diplomats are quite frank about nature of male existence within alien society, but their promise of 
a lifetime of vigorous sexual gratification is quite effective at stirring interest in almost any male that lis-
tens. A momentary lapse in judgment is often all it takes, and men of good character will find themselves 
spreading their legs as the alien’s true method of negotiation begins. Even the weariest cocks that have 
been limp for years will spring to life with renewed vigor, and the promise of paradise will wash their 
minds clean as hungry mouths devour them whole.

While one might expect the aliens to take full advantage of such situations, they typically would just send 
notices back to the humans that the males had resigned their positions and defect, complete with record-
ings of the meeting in full. It took little more than a month after these incidents that the leadership of 
earth transitioned to almost exclusively female government, and negotiations after that point proceeded 
far more smoothly, albeit with a not insubstantial number of female defectors as a result.

Negotiation and Diplomacy



After the invasion, Human leadership fell almost entirely into the hands of 
the female population. After losing so many men to the seduction of the 
aliens, no human male could be trusted with any authority ever again.



In the aftermath of the initial invasion, almost 60% of the world’s adult male population was taken into 
Alien custody. Having reached a final compromise with the now majority female leadership of the human 
species, a formal surrender and cessation of hostilities was reached. 
 
In exchange for the ‘management ‘ rights of the male human population, female humans would be able 
to maintain a level of independence. 25-30% of the human males, excluding children, would stay with 
the female humans, while the remaining portion would be integrated into the Alien society, to be raped, 
bred, and milked to further their goal of a hybrid species.  
 
Maintaining a viable independent human population was preferable for the Alien’s goals - if all went well 
with the new hybrids then the two species would slowly merge into one over several generations, but if 
anything went disastrously wrong then humanity would survive and another colony fleet could try again 
in a few centuries. Additionally, the hybrids would be as human as they were aliens, and would only ben-
efit from learning the history and cultural heritage of both parent species. 
 
As a formal show of submission, many of humanity’s former male leadership were publicly stripped and 
raped by the alien females while the world watched on. Whatever spirit they once had now thoroughly 
broken by pleasure, they declared loyalty to their new mistresses before ejaculating in utter surrender. 
 
Although human society would survive into the future thanks to these negotiations, human culture could 
not go unchanged by such radical developments. Among them were rebelling elements of humanity that 
would not give up the fight, misandrist movements that were now deeply distrustful of men, and alien 
sympathizers that sought to join or benefit from the Alien’s advanced society.

The New ORDER



While the aliens had no qualms with forcing the human race
to abide by their wishes, they did still make some effort to
negotiate cooperation with human populations following
their initial invasion. 

Having displayed a level of power that outclassed anything
humans could compete with the aliens sent dignitaries to meet 
with and  attempt to persuade humans of the benefits of
cooperating with the alien’s management. 
 
The earliest of these encounters were almost all colossal disasters 
for the human side, as they almost all sent male representatives 
with male security to conduct the negotiations. The few human 
women that were present returned alone to describe how the 
aliens ‘negotiations’ had resulted in the mass rape and abduction of 
all the male members. 
 
From then onward, humans would only send females to negotiate 
further with the aliens and eventually various accommodations  
would be agreed to. While all human males were ultimately placed 
under the alien’s supervision, as a result, human females would still  
have access to them for sex, and the human population as a whole 
would benefit from access to technology that would greatly 
increase the standard of living for the species overall.

Alien DIPLOMAT



Alien DIPLOMAT

While humans would naturally view the sudden presence of alien 
authority as an invasion, the aliens themselves do not view their  
takeover of the earth as a military operation, and so surprisingly  
few of the Aliens that humans encounter could be described as 
soldiers or military personnel. 
 
That being said there is still a need for civic order and general 
security both between species and in the alien’s internal society, 
and so encounters with the black-clad Alien security forces are not 
uncommon. 
 
Alien security officers act as the civic police force for 
the alien’s society, enforcing laws and keeping the peace wherever 
required. They are typically both well-trained and physically 
conditioned to fulfill their role efficiently and can as a result handle 
any mere humans strength with almost dismissive ease, as many 
males discovered during the early stages of the invasion.

Alien sECURITY



All newly acquired human males will undergo a thorough examination before 
having a nanomachine colony installed near their prostate. Results of this 
initial examination will heavily effect a male’s future activities.



The Aliens perform extensive examinations of the human males they have acquired to determine their 
overall health and suitability for various roles males can perform in Alien society, from breeding, semen 
production, sex-toy etc. Thanks to the advanced medical technology each male subject can look forward 
to a long and productive life in the care of their new mistresses. 
 
Aside from being scanned and having various samples taken for analysis, each male also has a probe 
 inserted to install a nanomachine colony, which integrates into their bodies near their reproductive 
organs. The process typically causes rapturous and uncontrollable orgasms and the aliens must carefully 
attend to the male subject so they are not mentally or physically damaged by the process. 
   
This is considered a basic health measure for all males in their care as the nanomachine will not only be 
used to monitor their well-being but also both manage and even enhance their bodily functions as 
required. 
 
As versatile and useful as internal nanomachines are, the individual nano-units are not capable of much 
without information processing from external technology. Almost all individuals in alien society wear 
crystal-shaped information units that perform basic management of the nanomachines as well as
personal communications and other day-to-day functions. 
 
Extensive body modification via internal nanomachines needs to be handled via specialized equipment, 
but the Aliens spare no time or energy in pursuit of ideal sexual health and maximized pleasure. At the 
bare minimum, all human males in their care will receive a substantial penis enhancement, improving 
size, shape, and endurance to better serve their female superiors. 

New Arrivals



Even if breeding was not the explicit goal, public orgies are an integral
part of the Alien’s everyday lifestyle. Circumstances permitting, every Alien
individual will visit the orgy chambers at least once a day, if not more.



The Aliens colonize worlds by adapting their own bodies to be compatible with the local life forms, but 
the process limits their biological diversity and the success rate of conception during the first generation 
is low. Thankfully the male humans under their supervision can provide an ample supply of genetic
material to address the need for diversity and overcome the odds of a successful hybrid conception. 
 
Most of the males taken in by the aliens will be used for their interbreeding program, as barring genetic 
disease or some other extraordinary circumstance, increasing their biological diversity is the most
important consideration. Large public chambers are set up and both human males and citizen-rank aliens 
are cycled in and out of essentially an endless public orgy of procreative sex.  
 
The nanomachines planted in human men can serve many functions and those bound for the breeding 
chamber often have their production of sperm and seminal fluids promoted to many times what is
normally possible. A single male can typically provide for 30-50 individual females before their
health monitors determine they are unable to continue and are moved to recovery rooms until
their next session. 
 
Whether deliberately or by some misunderstanding, the aliens adapted their breast milk not for raising 
young but to promote the sexual functions of their mates. Men who drink it are provided nutrition and 
energy suitable that can keep them ejaculating even while otherwise seeming exhausted. Most men will 
often feel spent and beg for rest long before they reach their actual physical potential, but until their 
health monitor signals that they are indeed spent for the session the aliens will ignore such pleas and 
continue mating with them, ruthlessly extracting every male’s semen to the limit.

Mass INTERBREEDING



ALien security officers train extensively to ensure they don’t injure males 
during sex, including their vaginal canal, which could crush a normal human 
penis with ease.



While the aliens’ hypnosis and pheromones combine well with the human males’ sheer weakness
to the temptation of mating, they are not always 100% effective in ensuring the human men cease
all resistance to the aliens’ advances, and although Aliens are generally strong enough to handle most 
males regardless, it can be an inconvenience enough that troublesome males will get turned over to
their security forces. 
 
While normal aliens are naturally strong compared to humans, alien security officers work on their 
strength to handle disputes between other members of their community. As such they are far beyond
humans in terms of sheer power, and typically enjoy ‘gently’ breaking in the males that still have
some fight left in them. 
 
And ‘gently’ is very much the word when a security officer mates with a human male, as they could
easily cause dire injury if they are at all careless. Instead, they handle the men as one might a baby bird; 
softly, measured, and with irresistible force pull the men’s defenses apart to expose and feast on their 
helpless genitals. 
 
Any resistance the unarmed male’s muster is often wholely ineffective, often little more than puny des-
perate blows against an unyielding mountain of female flesh. Their vaginas constrict vicelike around their 
cocks, tightening to the point where it seems like they could be crushed at will, only to be methodically 
pumped until their semen squirts, slowly bursting through the intense pressure, drop by precious drop 
along with torturous waves of intense pleasure.

Alien Security Officers



While actual sex is typically preferred, The Aliens consider males attached to 
high-yield extractors to still be exceptionally fortunate, as they experience 
an endless apex of male sexual indulgence.



While the aliens value biological diversity highly, occasionally a human male is judged to have an
especially high-quality genetic profile or some other particularly desirable genetic trait. To get the
highest benefits from such males samples without producing too many closely related offspring, 
each male is secured in a special extraction device which is designed to continuously harvest and
examine the male seed so that only the absolute highest quality genetic material is collected for later use. 
 
The machine requires large amounts of semen to produce even a small quantity of high-grade sperm, so 
the males attached to the device are firmly prevented from moving and are treated via nanomachines 
and various medical procedures to spend almost all their energy producing and ejaculating semen. 

The male human’s reproductive organs are held firmly in an ideal environment and their bodies are 
placed under constant stimulation to ensure they ejaculate regularly to keep up with the increase in their 
fluid production. 
  
The ejaculation rate is so frequent that each device is also fitted with a special brain monitor that keeps 
the subject from becoming overly agitated by disrupting their ability to concentrate as well as preventing 
their brain’s pleasure centers from being burnt out though overstimulation.

An odd side effect of this treatment is that it prevents the subjects’ brains from being able to recall the
pleasure associated with sexual release, and thus every ejaculation they experience while connected with 
the machine will feel akin to the first ejaculation of their lives, however frequently it has occured. 
 
Once a subject is placed into a machine there is typically no reason to remove them unless a better
sample is found to replace them. Any care the subjects might need beyond what the machines provide is 
provided by the aliens on duty in the facility, who fondly watch over their charges keeping them healthy 
and producing for as long as they are in their care.

High-yield extraction



numerous human males were noted to have a particular fascination with 
feet and footwear. While understanding of this behavior is not yet well 
understood, the aliens nonetheless enjoy watching humans squirt with 
enthusiasm when exposed to such peculiar stimuli.



Despite being a race of creatures focused on sexual pleasure and reproduction, the Aliens themselves 
only very rarely develop the equivalent of human fetishism. For this reason, they are deeply fascinated by 
this particularly human sexual quality, particularly in the male population for whom sexual pleasure and 
reproductive ability will greatly define their entire existence in Alien society. 
 
Entire teams of medical personal experiment daily on a variety of males, particularly those displaying an 
extremely common yet bizarrely inexpiable attraction to feet and their associated odors and wearable 
paraphernalia. These men spend hours at a time being milked by every manner of foot imaginable, from 
bare green legs to knee-high boots and everything unbeaten, all while their brain activity and
physiological responses are recorded. 

Something as simple as changing the color of footwear or the intensity of the smell can make a huge
difference in an individual male’s responses, and are the subject of intense ongoing scrutiny by
Alien researchers. 
 
Mastering the exact processes required for fetish development in human males would be immensely
useful for the future of the alien society, as it is a distinctly human ability that would allow them to
effectively find sexual gratification in almost anything. Having the exact fetish required to suit whatever 
activity a male is destined for would only further increase their sexual well-being, from endless mating to 
being pumped for raw semen.

Human Fetish Research



Aside from their obvious role in providing medical treatment to 
other members of their society, medical staff are a highly impor-
tant cornerstone of the alien’s efforts to biologically assimilate with 
the human population.  
 
Every medical officer of any rank or specialty in the alien’s society 
is a trained expert in all matters of reproductive biology, for both 
practical and pleasurable purposes. 
  
The alien’s culture also actively promotes the practice of body 
modification in the pursuit of sexual pleasure and so medical 
officers routinely perform various enhancements to their male 
subjects to  increase the size, shape, and yield of the human penis, 
as well as the most effective methods to extract vast amounts of 
DNA as efficiently as possible.   
 
The general medical staff wear white uniforms and are responsible 
for all forms of general medical care, functioning alike to a human 
nurse and general practitioner. They are responsible for diagnosing 
illness and providing treatments and medications for another alien 
citizens, and also are the primary caretakers for human men held 
in semen extraction devices and human breeding centers.

Alien Medical Officers



Alien Medical Officers

The more advanced medical officers wear black uniforms and are
typically equipped with far more advanced equipment, including
a powerful libido suppresser. While first-generation aliens can
generally control or indulge their urges effectively enough in
everyday life, the higher-ranked medical staff includes surgeons, 
specialists, and medical scientists whose work benefits from not
being distracted by sudden waves of arousal.

Advanced medical staff also tend to not constantly mate like the
majority of other aliens, as their duties are often too valuable to
be randomly interrupted by pregnancy. They do however often
put their otherwise sensitive and dexterous vaginal muscles to
work through the use of an artificial limb to assist in their work or
daily activities.  

After their hands and tongues, the aliens have greater fine control
of their vaginas than any other part of their body, and with
proper training this ability can be used to operate certain kinds
of equipment. Most aliens would prefer to use their vaginas for
better things, but for those who abstain from mating for various
reason it is a valuable skill.

Alien Medical Officers



some sacrifce is required In order to fully understand the limits of the human 
penis. These males will be pampered extensively once their role is done, but 
they will never be able to forget thier time on the edge of sanity. 



Although the Aliens had scouted and studied Earth’s inhabitants long before their arrival, there was an
undeniable lack of physical samples for them to study and experiment on until they finally arrived on
the planet to begin their assimilation project.

While Alien science and technology are far advanced in various fields, all Alien science officers can and 
do passionately study the limits of carnal knowledge. With a vast male population at their disposal, many
of those less suited for breeding were taken for study instead.

The study of the male erection encompasses many different experiments, however, perhaps none
of these are more pitiable than the ‘edging control’ group, a selection of males selected for
indeterminate stimulation to determine the limits and long term effects of constant physical 
stimulation without sexual release.

The males are bound to devices that subject them to constant stimulation, including not only intense 
stimulation of the penis but all across the body, up to and including physical and audio stimulation of
the ears. Numerous safeguards are in place to prevent accidental ejaculation, including rings around
the cock which can detect and tighten to prevent discharges, but these are rarely employed as the aliens’
ability to provide pinpoint controlled stimulation allows them to maintain a  rate of stimulus perfectly
calibrated to keep the subject floating on the edge of ejaculation indefinitely.

Going beyond simple physical stimulation, the science officers also deploy a form of precision laser and
radiation stimulation, using their technology to perfectly map and stimulate nerves anywhere within the
subject’s penis, and allowing them to push the floating unsatisfied state of desire to superhuman levels.

While knowledge gains through these experiments will lead to greater pleasures for the majority of
malekind, the subjects and their erections will likely remain under the calm and watchful eyes of the
science officers, forever diligently seeking the limits of the human erection.

Experimental edging



The pleasure inflicted to a human penis upon entering the armoured vaginas is 
of a particularly brutal variety. Being far less concerned with pleasure and 
more with quickly extracting as much semen as possible.



During the initial invasion the Aliens deployed to the task where largely the common Alien citizens, who 
despite being more then enough enough overpower the human resistance they would encounter,
were ultimately far more interested in capturing and raping the human male then killing or actively
hunting down other humans. 
 
Because of this many human woman and even some men would end up in hiding in various locations, 
forming resistance groups that would attempt to shelter men who had escaped the initial wave, and even 
plot to fight back against the invaders as the opportunity presented, despite the surrender of human 
leadship elsewhere. 
 
Groups such as these would quickly discover however that despite their sometimes carefree seeming
behaviour the Aliens had an extremely low tolerance for plots that would deliberately hinder their 
colonisation of the planet, and perhaps even less tolerance for and group of humans that attempted to 
hide healthy male cocks from thier attentions. 
  
Swiftly and often with little warning such groups would find themselves under assault by a far more
combat orientated group of Alien soldiers, clad head to toe in menacing armour and acting decisively 
and with great precision unlike their more easily distracted alien brethren.  The armour the aliens wear 
suppresses their normally insatiable lust and allows them to focus on the objectives and hand. 
 
While unclaimed adult men would naturally be captured, any human females believed to be hostile or 
involved with concealing men would often also be captured as well. Captured human males could 
expect to be systematically and dispassionately raped by their armoured captors, often in front of the
female prisoners who can only watch helplessly as the men they attempted to protect quickly  
break down before their eyes.

Suppressing rebellion



While any Alien with talent and dedication in the field can be 
considered a scientist, an Alien Science Officer is a more formal 
designation for those aliens who have achieved expertise in a 
broad range of fields and work directly with the alien hierarchy 
to solve practical and immediate problems the aliens are likely 
to encounter while assimilating into earth’s environment and 
interbreeding with its population. 
 
Like Medical Officers they employ a suppressive device to help  
keep their urges to mate in check while they often spend long 
periods and energy working on problematic issues and 
coordinating with other aliens on solutions. As they use the devices 
for longer than most individuals in their society they are far more  
clear-minded then most, who can function quite normally 
in spite of the constant desire to fuck boiling under the surface.  
The removal of this mental noise improves their mental abilities  
enormously, but few Aliens are willing to give it up their ever
pleseant lust to experience the benefits.  
 
That being said their deeply ingrained sexual nature does not 
entirely disappear either and reasserts itself in odd ways.  
Alien officers tend to develop an odd fascination with the 
limits and nature of sex itself, leading to the development of ever 
more advanced technology and experiments designed to push 
males to their limits and expand the horizons of pleasure for their 
entire civilization.

alien science officer



alien science officer

While humans fought what they belived to be an army of invaders, 
the Aliens themselves did not treat it like a military 
operation and avoided killing humans wherever possible.  
Human weapons both small and large either lacked the  
power or finesse to truly be a threat and so the initial invasion 
ended with remarkably few casualties on either side. 
 
A true military force does exist in the alien’s ranks, however, and 
after the invasion, human resistance groups began to form among 
the civilian populations, and the deployment of the alien soldiers  
became necessary to quickly bring these disruptions to an end. 
 
Alien soldiers are rarely seen by any humans other than their
targets, and they are swift, efficient, and merciless in carrying out 
their tasks. Their armor helps them to suppress distracting urges 
when dealing with males, while also making them a far more
powerful adversary.

Alien soilder



The Banquet Halls are popular social spaces where various individual aliens 
can mingle over the fragrance of cocks and mouthfuls of cum. 



Not all human males are considered suitable for mating, however, such males are still very much in
demand in the alien society. While males used for mating receive modifications to increase the chances of 
successful insemination, the rejected males make excellent material for recreational sex-pets as they can 
be modified in a much wider variety of ways without having to worry about their reproductive viability. 
  
A particularly popular modification was the discovery that a human male’s reproductive organ could be 
modified to give their seminal fluid a mild intoxicating property. Along with modifications to improve
flavor, texture, and production capability, the affected males are left unavoidably sterile yet painfully full 
of ejaculate at all times. 
  
During recreational periods the aliens will often enjoy drinking parties with bound males relentlessly 
sucked and jerked dry by the aliens to squeeze every drop from their swollen cocks and balls. While not 
exactly drunk the aliens do get a strong buzz of arousal, which makes this a popular activity all aliens will 
often enjoy daily. 
 
Although the semen from the mean can be collected mechanically, the aliens seem to consider it much 
more enjoyable and classy to drink from the source. Indeed they seem to enjoy comparing the taste and 
potency of the various males, and the most popular ‘vintages’ are often given further enhancements so 
they can meet the demands of the seemingly endless line of aliens ready to consume them. 
  
When not on display the men are placed in particularly special chastity devices, as humans have far less 
resistance to the addictive effect of their modified semen. Even mild exposure to their own ejaculate 
might lead to a strong addiction where they would chronically masturbate and consume their own fluids 
without being about to stop themselves.

Banquet halls



In the presence of a matron’s heavy bosom, males instinctively recall their 
desire to nurse, crying out for their motherly overseer’s milk to refill their 
achingly empty balls.. 



The lives of human men captured by the aliens revolves almost entirely around their penis. They are of-
ten raped and mated for hours at a time, sucked and fucked dry in every way imaginable by the voracious 
females that dominate their very lives. 
 
Its only natural however that even with their bodies and cocks enhanced to the extreme, the men still
require periodic sleep and sustenance in order to keep their cocks undamaged and in prime condition for 
mating. 
 
Resting males are housed in special beds, almost unworldly soft and comfortable despite also being able 
to restrain the male and prevent them from touching themselves or resisting the care of the Alien
Matrons that tend to their needs. 
 
Aliens Matrons are often slightly older individuals of their species, in particular, those Aliens that have 
previously given birth are often well suited to the position as their already potent breast milk becomes 
even more so after their first child is born. Aliens will never entirely stop growing with age, and so the
average Matron is a towering existence, with enormous and bountiful breasts to provide rich sustenance 
to the males in their care. 
 
While age does not diminish their libido in the slightest, it does give the Matrons enough discipline
to care for the exhausted males without succumbing to their normal instinct to immediately mate
them...most of the time at least. Instead they use soothing lotions to massage their cocks and probe
the delicate male anus, skillfully avoiding ejaculation while promoting swift recovery of the
male sexual organs.  
 
After being well-fed and cared for, the men can finally, get a good night’s rest. However they inevitably 
awaken with fresh morning erections, ready for another day of solid mating, starting with the Matrons 
themselves, who by this point have waited more than long enough...

Care of the Matrons



Alien servers are a vital and well-respected part of the alien society  
despite often taking the role of waiters or other seemingly menial 
service positions. 

Alien servers are the front-line staff at any Alien mass-breeding 
orgy, semen bar, or similar event where the participants need to be 
monitored to prevent injuries from the overly excited aliens and 
exhausted males. 
 
While most Aliens would find it difficult to remain professional in 
the presence of group sex and males ripe for the mating, the alien 
servers train themselves to monitor such situation and assist the 
participants without falling to the temptation to join the festivities. 
 
Although they are responsible for extracting males from situations 
once they are fully exhausted of semen, they are also experts at 
pushing males to the limit of their stamina, and often assist the 
other Aliens at getting the very most out of their meals.

Alien Server



Alien Server

When a human male is not in service they are generally kept in 
dormitories watched over by Matrons, who ensure the males 
get proper rest and sustenance to ensure they will be ready for 
their next round of usage. 
 
Matrons function as both authority figures and counselors of a 
fashion to the males in their care. Matrons train and enhance 
the natural power of their eyes and pheromones to specialize 
in thoroughly subjugating human men, and use this power to both 
quell rebellious streaks and comfort distraught and agitated men 
who might be struggling with the transition from their old lives to 
their current situation. 
 
The overwhelming presence of a Matron in close quarters allows 
them to form a sense of intimacy and trust with almost any male 
no matter what their mental state, and then helps ease them into 
calm and sleep with sessions of close contact such as cuddling, 
kissing, and breastfeeding. 
 
At the end of the day, however, Matrons are still first generation 
Aliens, and as such men will likely awake from their peaceful 
slumber with their morning erection being eagerly devoured or 
his hips unconsciously thrusting into her massive cleavage.

Alien MAtron



The milk of pregnant aliens has an odd effect on the semen of males that 
drink it, turning it into a rich sludge that is considered a prime treat.



Despite the constant reproductive activity enjoyed by the aliens, falling pregnant in the first generation 
is still somewhat rare and those that do so are treated with care and veneration by the other members 
of their society. Pregnant aliens are given special care and status during the term they remain pregnant, 
their health and the health of the developing offspring are closely monitored to remove as much risk pos-
sible and ensure a successful birth. 
 
The pregnant aliens typically abstain from direct sexual intercourse to minimize any risk to their fetus, 
however their lustful nature if anything becomes even more intense during such period. Additionally, 
their breasts, which already produce milk during normal periods start to become engorged with even 
more potent formula which will quickly become painful if not regularly drained.  
 
The solution to both problems is to train some of the nonbreeding males into Suckling Pets. The men are 
subtlety altered so that some of the sensitivity normally felt by their penis is felt by the tongue instead. 
They are then secured in place around the pregnant alien and encouraged to suck and lick the sensitive 
areas. For the Alien this helps relieve their sexual urges and drain their excess milk. For the men, they 
quickly find themselves addicted to the sensation of being constantly aroused and the sensation of their 
tongues rubbing against the Alien’s flesh and jucies. 
 
Although they will often feel just near the edge of ejaculation, they will find themselves unable to do so 
under their own power. The Aliens rarely let anything go to waste, and the men who are fed a steady diet 
of enriched breast milk will begin to produce a very thick, almost jelly-like seminal fluid that has quickly 
become a popular condiment eaten with meals or fed to other Sex-Pets as an edible treat. 
 
The men are held in a state of near-permanent arousal for at least a full week, sometimes longer, before 
the aliens on duty will harvest the matured liquid by direct anal stimulation, resulting in a massive and 
lengthy orgasm as the unusually thick cum is slowly pushed out until none remains.

Alien maternity



Noblesse is relentless nymphomaniacs even by the standards of Alien society, 
and the tireless cocks of their sexpets are fucked without mercy or end.



Aliens of a higher rank have both greater responsibilities and more access to luxury than what is normally available to 
the regular alien citizen. Noblesse Aliens routinely undergo artificial insemination using only high quality generic
materials collected in the high-yield extractors and cannot participate in casual reproductive sex with human males.  
 
However even with artificial insemination the successful conception rate is still quite low and requires many attempts, 
and the alien nobles are no less lustful in their desire to perform reproductive acts with the human males. Because of this 
noble aliens are allowed access to specially prepared males to act as outlets for their sexual needs. 
 
The males in question are given a number of specialized treatments before being put to use as a noblesse sex toy. The 
nanomachines in their bodies not only prevent the production of viable sperm cells but reduce the production of regular 
semen considerably. Instead, the men produce large amounts of enhanced pre-cum which helps to keep them lubricated  
even during extensive use. 
 
Perhaps most tragically for the men selected as sex pets is that they are given semi-permanent erections, but due to the 
changes in their bodies, it is almost impossible for them to ejaculate. Each day they wake up to their cocks fully erect and 
assaulting them with a need for stimulation, but no matter how close they come to the edge of ejaculation it will simply 
never come.  
 
For the Noblesse however this is a perfect outcome. The males are fitted with equipment that narrows their senses and 
intensifies the aching sensation in their loins, and the aliens will tease and gently invite them to surrender to their desire. 
Even if some part of them knows it is futile the men quickly succumb, helplessly thrusting their hips into the objects of 
their desire looking for any kind of relief. 
 
Eventually, exhaustion will prevent them from continuing under their own power, but the Noblesse are seldom satisfied. 
No matter how exhausted the men become their cocks remain steadfastly solid as long as they are still conscious, and at 
this point, they will often be mounted and relentlessly ravished, a convenient sex object for the alien pursuing her own 
pleasure until they are finally satisfied. 
 
Before they finally sleep each day, the Matrons that care for them will use a special urethral probe to allow the male sex 
pets to experience an intense ejaculation, powerful enough to render them unconsiousness from the pleasure, where 
they can finally rest and recover for the days that follow.

NOBLESSE SEXPETS



While the Aliens love their semen baths, the human males are terrified and 
at a loss. Surrounded and immersed in semen, they cling to their 
female mistresses, desperate to not lose themselves among the froth.



Within the Aliens particular culture, the seed bath is the ultimate luxury. Even among the Aliens, this facility
represents utter decadence, wastefully consuming resources and semen that could easily be put to better use 
elsewhere. However, for virtually all the Aliens the act of bathing and mating in pools of male seed is a fantasy 
too powerful to be ignored and exists as the greatest luxury for aliens of the  highest ranks or for those who have 
performed particularly special services.  
 
Many of the highest-ranked Aliens are those with important military or leadership responsibilities, who due to 
the importance of their tasks must often forgo mating and cannot be allowed to fall pregnant. For a society in 
which mating and reproduction hold such high significance this is considered a great sacrifice indeed and helps 
justify the existence of such a wasteful but alluring experience. 
 
Even with all the advanced technology the aliens possess filling even a fairly small pool with fresh human ejacu-
late is a great undertaking. Large batteries of captive males are held tightly in specially fitted high-yield
extractors, their testicles held in place and modified to hold lavish amounts of warm semen, ready to be
forcefully extracted at a moment’s notice. When the time comes to fill the bath the extractors activate with
relentless pace, pleasurably forcing ejaculations with such frequency that the males are not given any chance
to feel relief. The contents of their incredibly swollen balls are drained into a pool, gently heated to keep the 
fresh human sperm lively while the Aliens enjoy their submersion. 
  
Once filled the Aliens themselves enter the pool with no hesitation, enjoying almost every aspect of sinking 
themselves into the tastes, textures and smell offered by the warm and alluring pond of humanity. 
Many will enjoy sinking themselves entirely and drinking deeply, driving themselves into almost a frenzy of 
eroticism. 
 
Males are typically brought in to act as bath toys and sexual outlets for the overly excited occupants. Mentally 
worn down by their experiences with the Alien’s society and under the influence of their eyes the human men 
are easily raped and assaulted while being submerged in the seed of their fellow captives, barely being able to 
comprehend the utter depravity of their situation as their own cum is quickly lost in the creamy white mass that 
surrounds them. 

SEED BATHS



Despite initially sounding like a privileged class, the alien ‘nobles’ 
are Aliens selected specifically for breeding to the exclusion of all 
other concerns. Much like the royalty of a beehive or an ant nest, 
the responsibility of an Alien noblesse is only to produce offspring,
 often through very specific matchmaking with selected semen. 
 
Unlike almost all others in their species, alien nobles only
reproduce through a form of artificial insemination. Selected males 
with good potential genetic matchups are milked continuously for 
weeks or months at a time to produce a small carefully selected 
sample that is then used to attempt a pregnancy. Even with this 
process the success rate is low and must be continuously attempt-
ed but the resulting hybrid offspring will greatly improve the gene 
pool available for the hybrid generations. 
 
Despite the benefits, for an individual to give up reproduction via 
sex is considered an almost heroic act. To allow them some  
semblance of an ordinary lifestyle they are often supplied with 
carefully prepared males who are both sterilized to prevent  
pregnancy while having their genitals enhanced so they can 
both satisfy (and endure) the noblesses’ aggressive sexual drive.

Alien NOBLESSE



Alien NOBLESSE

The relatively strict hierarchy of the Alien society is a necessary  
element of their ability to traverse the depths of space where  
limited resources are not to be wasted and small accidents could 
be potentially disastrous. Those Aliens who hold responsibility will 
also tend to hold authority, as exemplified by the Officer class. 
 
These Aliens are typically employed in leadership roles throughout 
the Alien colony ships, including operating important facilities like 
a ship’s bridge or reactor chambers. They are all highly skilled at 
their given roles and generally are treated with great respect by 
other members of their society. 
 
Because of their duties, however, they are typically restricted from 
reproductive sex unless they are on breeding leave. Breeding 
restrictions of any kind are considered a great sacrifice in the Alien 
culture, and so as compensation officers are often allowed 
to indulge in some of the more decadent and luxurious sexual 
activities, such as the incredibly wasteful full-body semen baths.

Alien OFFICERS



While nature can provide a perfectly functional penis, the quest for the  
the ideal sex organ is the dream of any civilized society.



While Alien females can enjoy fucking almost any kind of penis, they are not above having preferences, 
nor are they hesitant about directly altering a male’s physiology in order to bring those preferences to life.

Although size, hardness, and endurance are all generally favorable characteristics for a male penis to 
have, the Aliens as a group value variety, and so instead of chasing the perfect penis, they spend time and 
effort ensuring each cock in their possession is a work of art unto itself, finely crafted flesh that exists only 
to satisfy the desires of the females who prey on it.

While sculpting can imply a painful process, the reality is quite the opposite. The delicate instruments of 
the Alien Medical officers reshape the cock with inhuman precision, only inflicting unbearable pleasure as 
they fine-tune the nerves, reconfiguring their placement and sensitivity to match the desired result.

In order to keep the males compliant, Alien matrons cradle their heads in their heavy scented bosoms,  
feeding them milk directly to stimulate semen production keeps the penis aroused. While the rich milk 
keeps the males energized and hydrated, the Matrons themselves feast on the collected semen
discharged from the penis, as the medical officers alternate between inflicting intense edging and mind 
shattering orgasms, in an effort to test the effectiveness of their modifications.

On specific occasions, such as when males are assigned to Juiscticars, the Aliens will go the extra mile 
to create an ideal penis to match  the female recipiant. Such a penis is a rare luxury in Alien society, only 
awarded in exchange for services of great merit to their society.

The modification process comes at a particular cost for the males involved. Their penises having  been 
remodeled to withstand the intense affections of the Alien women, almost no amount of masturbation 
or self-pleasure will ever suffice to produce an orgasm. The males are left at the passionate mercy of the 
Alien women to rape their now insatiable cocks into submission, or be left eternally horny and unsatisfied 
by their monstrous erections.

Penis sculpting



The NOBLESSE and thier pets are typically locked in an endless cycle of
fucking, a bottomless lust consuming an unbreakable penis for hours on end.



Alien noblesse are unique among their kind as being the only role in their society that breeds via artificial
insemination instead of direct intercourse. While the aliens culturally prefer sex and breeding in the traditional 
sense, efficient and selective reproduction is also an important element of their interbreeding efforts and
success as a spacefaring species.  
 
In between frequent attempts at artificial insemination,  Noblesse are in a constant state of heat and arousal 
caused  by adjustments to their bodies to increase the success rate of fertilization. This state of arousal is so
extreme that it’s typically considered too dangerous for normal human males to be left with them unattended, 
and so a specially prepared selection of males is needed to help keep them happy and satisfied. 
 
Among the Alien society, this role is considered one of the most intense human males can be selected for. Male 
candidates will typically be those with poor breeding outcomes, but good enough reproductive organs to
withstand the modifications needed to fulfill the role of living erections whose only purpose is to endlessly
attend to the lust of the female Noblesse, while receiving very little satisfaction for themselves. 
 
Erection Pets will typically have their penises enlarged and be effectively sterilized to prevent any possibity of 
breeding. Instead, their penises will secrete large amounts of slick lubricating fluid while maintaining an almost 
constant unbreakable erection. Normal ejaculation is typically impossible, and so their erections can last hours 
or even days at a time despite constant stimulation and frustration similar to that of being constantly edged. 
 
Noblesse will mount the unfortunate males and pump their cocks with wild abandon for hours on end, to the 
point where any lesser penis would be easily spent, broken and crushed as their wild movements and powerful 
vaginas ruthlessly assault the helpless members they devour. The males are left unable to do anything but
weakly respond to their overwhelming desire to orgasm, despite it being almost impossible to achieve no matter 
how overwhelming the stimulation. 
 
Matrons periodically extract the Erection Pets in 20-hour cycles from the clutches of the Noblesse, and spend a 
great deal of effort rehydrating and rehabilitating them for further use.  One of the only moments of reprieve an 
erection pet can enjoy is the gentle touch of Aliens Matrons, who use a special probe to penetrate the male’s
urethra and stimulate an intense dry orgasm, finally allowing the male to fall into blissful unconsciousness.

oblige noblesse



Semen showers are hideously inefficient, and only a relative few
exist to serve the officer corps, keeping them in constant use.



The duties of an Alien officer are some of the most important in their society, often mentally and
physically taxing as well as heavily restricting their opportunities to fuck.  
 
While the Aliens have various medical means to suppress their excessive lust when necessary, these do 
very little to help with the loss of morale and motivation that commonly afflicts any Alien female that 
does not have a prolonged mating session at least once a day. 
 
Alien officers have various exclusive facilities available to help them indulge their built-up lust
periodically. But the quickest and most effective treatment for officers in overheat is a short break in a
semen shower. 
 
Semen showers are a testament to the Aliens’ dedication to authentic sexual  indulgence. While far
simpler to pump semen in via pipes, the aliens’ tackled  the engineering challenges required to 
modularly install as many males as possible into the sides of a small shower stall and have them ejaculate 
fresh warm cum directly to a cock-starved female occupant. 
 
Fully clothed cum showers are now a frequent morning routine for all alien officers before heading to 
their duties. Having their bodies and clothes wet and reeking of semen is a pleasant way for an officer to 
start the day, and they often complement each other on being particularly drenched and fragrant.

SEMEN Showers



submerging in warm cum is a heavenly experince for Alien females. Almost
enough for them to forgo sex...almost...



As part of their preparation for selective breeding, Alien Nobles undergo a myriad of biological
modifications that often cause their already aggressive sex drives to ascend to new highs. 
As such they are one of the few categories of Alien who is allowed to routinely access full-body cum
bathing as a therapeutic measure. 
 
The effort required to create and maintain pools of warm fresh semen big enough to submerge into is 
naturally a gargantuan task even with access to Alien technology and large populations of human males.  
Even a single pool in a sealed environment could represent the continuous efforts of hundreds of males 
completely devoted to the production and extraction of semen. 
 
While bathing in semen is luxurious and helps maintain the noble’s state of mind - they are still very much 
desirous of the act of mating, even if they cannot reproduce directly from sex alone. Additional males are 
routinely prepared and sent into the pool chamber to act as companions for nobles who, in true aliens 
fashion, proceed to mate relentlessly in massive orgies, quickly filling the closed environment with the 
humid stench of cum and sweat. 
 
Males caught near the pool itself will be dragged into the milky abyss without mercy as seemingly doz-
ens of green hands materialize from under the surface to pull them in. The men twist and struggle within 
the slick and sticky discharge of humanity as countless hands and tongues assault and violate them from 
every angle, forcing their seemingly meager loads into the vast whiter expanse that surrounds them.

NOBLESSE THERAPY POOL



Despite its bizarre appearance, high yield production units are designed to 
emulate an almost womb-like experience saturated with orgasmic pleasure, 
producing endless streams of milky white discharge.



The Aliens’ drive for sex and reproductive pleasure is baked deep into their culture and manifests in
various ways,  such as their almost instinctual desire for male ejaculate.  It did not take long after their
arrival for human semen to begin seeing use in a variety of applications outside of simple reproduction.
It is used in their food, cosmetics, and all manner of recreational activities.  
 
Even with the entire male population of Earth more or less at their service, meeting the sheer volume
required for many applications require certain males to be fully dedicated to the purpose of semen
production, and specialized for quantity over quality. 
 
This task typically falls to males with poor breeding quality or some other trait that makes them less
suitable for the Aliens interbreeding purposes. The Aliens consider it a triumph of their civilization that 
even the most unfortunte males are afforded a lifetime of sexual pleasure, where more primitive societies 
would have left many of them to live lives of sexual frustration owing to their undesirability. 
 
The selected males are placed into skin-tight membranes that act as a second skin and connected to
devices that will perfectly maintain and sustain their biological functions.  From there they are altered by 
the alien’s technology, their testicles swelling to enormous size to allow rapid mass production of sperm 
cells while their seminal vesicles are directly enhanced and supplied raw materials to keep up with the 
new rate of production. 
 
Once the changes are complete the male will begin experiencing almost continuous orgasms. Constant 
oscillating stimulation keeps them writhing in rapture as they throb and thrust, producing streams of 
milky white liquid with every movement. The rhythmic thrusting of the shiny sacks is often compared to 
that of a heartbeat, as the male inside becomes an organ dedicated to the pumping of semen, quickly
losing all other sense of self or purpose.

High-yield PRODUCTION



To be fucked by your own multitude of cocks is a devastatingly addictive 
sensation for the males who experience it.



In the Alien culture, reproduction is of great importance, and successful birth is often met with appropriate joy and celebration 
among the birth mother’s immediate family unit. Hybrid children being difficult to conceive and requiring special attention dur-
ing their early development makes their arrival all the more special for the Alien society as a whole. 
 
Alien individuals typically live in groups of five to ten loosely related females, which depending on  circumstances can all have 
various different ranks or duties from each other. In domestic life, an individuals rank is usually not a factor in purely familial in-
teractions. Male individuals are rarely ever pe manently involved in a family unit since mating is rarely a private activity and males 
are often left available to for any female to use. 
 
There is one time however when a male and an Alien family do share an important interaction, and that is in the time immediately 
after an alien in that family successfully gives birth. The Aliens place enormous value on parenthood, although their common 
sense on the matter is quite different than that of humans. While the Aliens have a concept of a birth mother, generally speaking, 
every individual female in a family unit become a ‘mother’ to any child born in the family, all taking collective responsibility to care 
for and raise them. 
  
The Aliens do not have the concept of a father, males are not involved in raising children and are not considered ‘related’ in any 
way. Incest is typically avoided for purely biological reasons but otherwise, all males are potential mates to any Alien or hybrid fe-
male. The Aliens do however have a sense of gratitude towards the male that has impregnated them, and thus the ‘father’ is often 
involved in the celebration of a newly born child. 
 
During such a celebration the family will gather together and acquaint themselves with the newborn while ‘thanking’ the visiting 
male using specialized tools created for such an occasion. Much like human sex toys the strap-ons used by the Aliens are made to 
resemble male genitalia, however, they serve a much more nuanced function than just a primitive male sex organ. Each device is 
connected to the male’s nervous system via his penis, creating a temporary network of artificial phalluses, each one not only as 
sensitive as the real thing but also each on their own individual network, giving the male the illusion of suddenly having many 
new individual sex organs aside from his own. 
 
In genuine gratitude toward their male guest for his genetic contribution, the aliens bestow a great gift upon him, allowing him to 
experience the closest thing possible to mating with himself. For hours the man will experience the feeling of his own cock deep in 
his ass and mouth while his other cocks are toyed and played with by other Aliens awaiting their turn. Each cock comes complete 
with ball sacks filled with gooey aphrodisiac created especially to  increase a males arousal when taken orally or rectally, which in 
turn is released only when that individual cock is simulated enough to produce its own orgasm, allowing the man to experience 
the bliss of ejaculating inside himself or all over himself as the situation unfolds. 
 
Human men who experience this will typically lose whatever remnant of pride they may have still had, assaulted as they are by a 
truly impossible level of pleasure. Their only chance to experience it again is to focus on hopefully siring another child, and from 
this point forward that alone might become their sole desire.

Parenthood



In exchange for health, youth and beuaty, female defectors to the aliens 
cause easily become muhc like the aliens themselves. The thin veneer of
morality easily giving way to desire.



The Alien’s massive interbreeding project was to be advanced in stages over multiple generations, and as such maintaining a vi-
able human population would be a vital component,  as hybrid offspring of both sexes would be mated with both pure human 
and Alien individuals. With the vast majority of human males under the Alien’s control, an offer was made by the aliens to adopt 
human women into their society, where they could benefit greatly from their advanced civilization so long as they would be will-
ing to contribute to the cause. 
 
Naturally, many human women were severely reluctant, if not openly hostile to the invader’s offers, but the seeds of temptation 
had been planted. The Aliens advanced medical technology promised long life, vitality, and even beauty to any woman that ac-
cepted their terms, and with the prospect of the slow death of the female population looming large before them, some human 
women began to defect to the Alien’s side.  
 
To the Alien’s the females of humanity were much akin to children, something much alike themselves but far too ignorant of the 
universe and in need of firm guidance and education to bring them closer to the Alien’s ideals. Along with the treatments that 
would ensure their health the aliens would subtly modify the woman in their care, slowly rising their libido and fertility over time 
in order to facilitate easier mating. 
 
Most of the women would have at one point known a father, lover, son or other male human from before the invader’s arrival, and 
while the Aliens could easily eliminate the woman’s inhibitions medically, they consider this detrimental in the long run, prefer-
ring to  gradually introduce them to the Alien’s culture of mating and proper treatment of males and have them naturally relearn 
the attitudes and behaviors expected of civilized females. 
  
The women are eventually introduced to rooms of bound and masked men, attached to machines, and contorted into poses of 
extreme submission. Despite the somewhat brutal presentation, the men are not harmed by the arrangement and carefully moni-
tored and maintained by the machine to ensure they can be mated at anytime, their only possible movement to weakly thrust 
their groins upward in response to stimuli. 
 
The face coverings and contorted appearance is a deliberate setup by the aliens to help the woman overcome their initial hesita-
tion of mating with a helpless man. Without recognizable faces and barely seeming like the shape of humans, the erect penises 
stand out like helpless prey to the increasingly carnivorous woman. 
 
With their bodies demanding satisfaction and the gentle coaxing of the Alien supervisors, the woman eventually succumbs to the 
temptation before them, thoroughly raping the helpless cocks until their lust is satisfied. At this point, the woman is often consid-
ered by the aliens to be ready for further training and assignments within their society. The women are free to visit the breeding 
room often even after their training is completed, and encouraged to fall pregnant whenever they please. 

Even pregnant human women are encouraged to visit and satisfy their desires, as the aliens teach them among other things that a 
male’s seed naturally belongs to a female, and it’s a male’s natural condition to surrender it.

female Human defectors



While Aliens typically wear appropriate uniforms and equipment  
that reflect their roles, in private they are free to wear, or not wear 
whatever they wish. Deeply rooted habits, however, mean that 
females in the same family unit tend to wear similar clothes in  
private as well, particularly when enjoying a male together. 
 
Alien familiar units are typically allowed to ‘borrow’ a male for  
private use, so long as it is arranged properly in advance with  
the matrons to ensure the male’s health and duties are being  
properly looked after.  
 
While this can often lead to high-energy mating sessions with five 
to six alien individuals, it is also just as likely to result in a very lazy 
low energy orgy with the men often finding themselves entangled 
in the bodies of sleeping alien women, absentmindedly rubbing 
licking and sucking various places while getting plenty of sleep  
for the following morning.

Alien Leisure



Alien Leisure

The Aliens actively encourage human women to participate in the
formation of their new society, and since there are many benefits
available to them for doing so, many women choose to willingly 
defect to the alien’s side. As a result, these women typically
acquire healthy, youthful bodies with a pronounced desire to
mate.

The Aliens help transition these women through what is effectively
their second puberty by providing them with a supply of human
males to fuck, and while doing so reeducate them on the proper
role of men in an advanced society. Over time most women
come around to the Alien’s ways, and freely indulge in males
to satisfy their desires, as is only natural and correct.

Female defectors



Female defectors quickly adapt to their new normal, where males are to be 
raped without mercy or hesitation in pursuit of pleasure.



In the aftermath of the Alien’s invasion of Earth, the vast majority of the adult male population was
captured for breeding by the invaders, leaving the female population to reorganize what remained of
human society. 

The Aliens and the female humans eventually reached an agreement that would allow the female
humans to live in semi-autonomy from the invaders, and even be provided some of the male population 
for breeding, so long as any male offspring would be properly assessed for crossbreeding purposes when 
they came of age.

While many human women were hesitant, if not outright hostile to the idea of cooperating with the in-
vaders, the Aliens actively encouraged many human females to take an active part in their new society, 
with significant benefits offered to those who defect.

The Alien’s medical technology could offer almost any woman a youthful and healthy body, free of
many of the frailties humans take for granted. Even women in the twilight of life could regain vigor and 
beauty of decades past, and such temptations meant many human women eventually went willingly to 
the Alien’s side.

Along with youth and energy, however, came an intense desire to mate, much like that of the Aliens 
themselves. While adjusting to their new bodies, these women would spend weeks beside themselves 
with lust, unable to think of anything  beyond the need to fuck. The Aliens provided these newly recruited 
women all the cocks they need, and they devour them with wild abandon.

Over time the human women would adjust to their new bodies and become useful members of the Alien 
society, Any hesitation they might once have had to assault human males will be forever gone, as casual 
sex and mouthfuls of cum become comforts they can no longer live without. 

Female Defectors



Sex is the cornerstone of all Alien culture, be it sports or arts.



Despite being both casual and overwhelming in most forms of sexual activity, the Aliens are surprisingly 
disinterested in giving simple handjobs under normal circumstances, as it’s not considered a particularly 
effective form of pleasure, reproduction, or even consumption - all things far better handled with their 
genitals, tounges, or even machines where appropriate.

That being said, much like humans finding amusement in controlling a ball with their feet, the aliens also 
make a sport out of the act of dominating men in unusual and skillful manners, with hands-only sex be-
ing one of the many varieties played regularly in their communities. Alien Hand-Ball is typically played in 
two teams of eleven: 10 female fielders, and one male ball each. The aim of the game is to jerk the oppos-
ing team’s ball until their cocks ejaculate, with the team that produces the most semen from the opposing 
ball being the eventual winners once time runs out.

While each team trains their ball to hold out as long as possible, the real skill in the game falls on the fe-
male player’s ability to extract the most semen possible from the increasingly exhausted genitals of the 
opposing team’s ball. Additionally, the ball must be passed to a new team member in rotation after every 
ejaculation, necessitating teamwork among the members to efficiently and ruthlessly extract more and 
more cum.

While technically only the hands can be used to stimulate the genitals, players are always strategizing to 
gain a slight edge on the competition. A common tactic is to hold the male ball in a headlock that
deliberately exposes them to the armpits, where alien women sweat and pheromones are particularly
concentrated and cause unavoidable sexual arousal in even the most exhausted male bodies.  Because of 
tactics like this, the males in the game experience little more than swift capture and imprisonment be-
neath the arms of an alien female, their nostrils filling their brains with sex while slick, gloved hands
ruthlessly stimulate their rods again and again far past their natural limits. The male ball on the losing 
team can also expect to be thoroughly retained by their teammates, so as not to cum too quickly the next 
time around.

ALien sexercise - hand ball 



The Alien justicar functions as a judge and arbitrator of most 
disputes within the Alien’s society, such as there are. While they 
are not responsible for the creations of law or regulations, they  
are often the final authority regarding their interpretation and 
enforcement. Of all aliens and humans living in their society,  
only the matriarchs do not fall under their jurisdiction. 
 
Justicars often live at some distance from the most other aliens in 
their society to maintain as much impartiality from everyday
affairs as possible. They are some of the very few aliens that have 
their own personal males, as they do not engage in the public or-
gies or breeding in any way. 

As such they are also one of the few varieties of Alien to grow a 
personal attachment to particular males, although this does
nothing to change them ravenously mating for hours at a time 
after a long day of abstaining to fulfill their duties.

Alien JUSTICAR



Alien JUSTICAR

The Charon are the final destination of all males, human or 
hybrid,  that live in the Alien’s society. While the Alien’s
medical technology can keep human males healthy and
mating for nearly a century,  there inevitably comes a time 
where all biological beings must confront their mortality. 
 
Aliens do not believe there is a good way for anything to die, 
but they do believe there is a preferable one for the males in 
their service. Once a male begins to fail with age, the aliens 
begin to give him treatments to push his reproductive system 
into a final energetic period of activity. They are then paired 
up with a Charon, an alien woman who embraces the male, 
eclosing him in her tight environmental suit and suspending 
them in a weightless state within a suspension tank. 
 
The male is completely isolated from the outside environ-
ment, his penis rhythmically pumping and ejaculating into 
the Alien woman’s welcoming flesh. Her warmth and softness 
becomes his world, like a newborn in its mother’s womb. The 
man is given any drugs or treatment necessary to ease the 
pain of age and the fear of death and then left to slowly pump 
their hips and continue mating until they finally and peace-
fully fade away. 
 
Form the Alien’s perspective this is as good as they can do 
for the males that spent their lives being milked for seed and 
pleasure. To leave with peace of mind and empty balls.

ALIEN CHARON



The cold and impartial in public, Justicars are intensely passionate in private. 
Only their personal male will ever witness their savage affections first hand.



Alien Justicars function as judges and arbiters of most civil disputes within their society. As part of
a lifestyle to maintain both strict impartiality and fairness in all their judgments, they are one of the
few Alien types that do not mate with multiple males, instead being assigned a personal mate for
their exclusive use.

In the course of a normal day, Justicars use a combination of training and medication to suppress their 
libido, and are able to remain calm and unaffected by the rampant sexual activity of normal Alien society. 
Repressing their instincts in this fashion however means that they return with a vengeance at the end of 
their duty periods. 

Upon returning to their living space at the end of the day they will descend upon their male companion 
with ravenous desire. An off duty Justicar rivals an Alien Noblesse in their endless lust for cock, and will 
fuck and suck their personal male at every opportunity, often lasting for hours at a time. Unlike Noblesse, 
however, this attention is directed exclusively at a single male and as a result the Justicars often develop 
intensely passionate feelings for their males, bordering on mania, but charitably described as love.

The unique position of being the exclusive male of a Justicar means the Aliens are both highly selective in 
choosing the right male and particularly exhaustive in modifying that male to suit the individual Justicar 
they are paired with. Along with DNA and personality, their cocks are often reshaped to specifically 
compliment the Justicar’s vagina and vaginal canal.

The feeling of a perfectly molded cock entering a  Justicar’s pussy is intensely satisfying for both the male 
and Alien alike, and so both quickly lose themselves in each other’s bodies, only stopping when they
finally fall asleep still tangled together, blissfully content.

ALIEN JUSTICARS



While aliens are often too occupied by their own mating to notice, they do still 
appreciate how adorable it is to see human males humping uncontrollably.



While the Aliens do not visibly age much throughout their lives, they have the particularly
non-human trait of slowly growing throughout their lifespans. This means older individuals can be
impressively tall even compared to their younger counterparts, who themselves are by no means
short by human standards.

With size and age, the Aliens intense desires tend to settle. Although their desire for sex remains strong, 
the youthful pursuit of cock is replaced by calm, almost dignified consumption of the male member.

Although many Aliens of this age are officially retired from active service, they often still play a vital role 
in Alien society as caretakers for males that need respite from more intense activities they might have 
been engaged in.

The size of an Elder alien allows them to take males in their care with them wherever they go, wearing 
them proudly as living sex toys. In contrast to the constant milking males often endure in other parts of 
alien society, those in the care of an Elder are free to thrust their hips at their own leisure, mindlessly en-
joying the pleasure at their own pace.

For the Elders themselves, the spectacle of a male freely indulging their cocks is almost universally re-
garded as adorable. Elders often gather with other Aliens young and old to show off their latest pets, 
admiring their clumsy and endearing existences as they endlessly continue their desperate mating.

ALIEN ELDERS



Death is never ideal, but inevitable. If one cannot avoid thier fate, then all that 
is left is to orgasm in the face of death. On final acxt of pleasure to
celebrate a life well lived.



In the Alien society, the Charons are the final destination of all males. Despite the relatively incredible medical 
and biological technology the Aliens possess, neither they nor the males in their care can escape their inevitable 
mortality.

Charons are typically the oldest aliens of the current population, each being at least a century old. Unlike hu-
mans, the Aliens themselves do not age much, and never lose their libido or hunger for mating. The most visible 
sign of an alien’s age is their size, as they never entirely stop growing even after adulthood.  Consequently, all 
Charons are large individuals, gentle giants whose youthful energy has faded   somewhat and been replaced by 
a tender lust.

Alien medical technology is such that human males can expect to remain sexually productive and healthy for 
their entire natural lives, typically no less than 90 years absent from disease or injury. However, when a male’s 
biological body begins to fail for any reason, the aliens will to provide them with treatment to push their
reproductive organs into one final grand burst of activity and pair them with a suitable Charon to
begin the final stage of their lives.

The Charons seal the males inside their tight environmental suits, pressing their heads into their breasts and 
their energized penises deep into their welcoming flesh. The pair are suspended within a fluid tank to give the 
sensation of weightlessness and quiet, isolating the male from outside stimuli as possible so they can lose
themselves in the womb-like paradise they are enclosed in. 

With nothing but the scent and heartbeat of their caregiver for company, the males rhythmically thrust their 
hips and ejaculate mindlessly, quickly forgetting all the pains of age and any fear of death as they put all their 
remaining energy into the pursuit of pleasure. They are given whatever drugs or stimulants necessary to ensure 
they will pump their hips in endless rapture until they finally and peacefully fade away, with one final satisfying 
orgasm to mark their passing.

The Aliens do not believe there is a truly ideal way for one to end their lives, but in respect for the men who
mated valiantly in service of their pleasure, this is the best they can do for them, to forget the specter of death 
and live to the end as males should, ejaculating freely.

ALIEN CHARONS



For Matriarchs, forcing males to cum is akin to breathing, totally natural and 
comfortable as they go about other matters without distraction.



At the very apex of the Alien society are the Matriarchs, the Grand Admirals of the space fleet, and the overseers of their 
colonization and interbreeding projects. Relatively few Matriarchs exist, usually only found at the head of flagships and some 
important planet-side locations of government or military importance. Unlike most members of the Alien’s culture Matriarchs are 
not born naturally but created using the full might of their biotechnological prowess, but due to the immense resources, time, and 
delicate work required, they are only ever created to serve particularly important roles. 
 
Matriarchs are in almost every way greater than their natural born kin, their large powerfully efficient bodies host minds operat-
ing dimensions above what is normally possible, and each one is born filled with the great purpose of leading their kind to
prosperity. Matriarchs cannot reproduce or even have sex under normal conditions, however at the core of their being, they are 
still driven by a desire for sex and reproduction as most of their kind are. This internal conflict leads them to indulge in lavish 
domination of the objects of their affection, as they alleviate their desire to mate by forcing attendant males to debase and 
surrender themselves sexually while consuming their seed and being pleasured by mechanical means. 
 
Matriarchs are not at all inconvenienced by the host that surrounds them, be it commending a space fleet, handling matters of 
state, or commending the military, they will handle such tasks flawlessly even as they casually force dozens of orgasms from the 
males around them. The restraints holding the attendant males in place are a matter of convenience, the mind control powers 
used by their kin are nothing compared to that exerted by a Matriarch’s gaze. Human males under their influence will suffer al-
most any indignity to be allowed to cum in their presence, indeed many men who meet their eyes will find themselves coming to 
orgasm from that alone. 
 
The breast milk and vaginal fluids of a Matriarch are dangerously potent, and must be properly diluted and processed before they 
are safe to come into contact with a human male. Improper exposure to the raw body fluids of an alien Matriarch would likely send 
a human male into shock as they would attempt to ejaculate far in excess of their ability to do so. No matter how heavily modified 
they might be by the Aliens technology the result would almost certainly be the male cumming to death, which the Aliens abhor 
as a long-abandoned method of capital punishment for male criminals. 
 
Much like that of other aliens their milk is a potent aphrodisiac that promotes semen production and arousal in men. The 
machines attached to her body and throne collect and prepare a mixture of breast milk,  vaginal discharge, excess human semen, 
and various supplementary nutrients which are then fed back into the men. Safely diluted in this manner the men who ingest the 
mixture become engrossed in the mindless act of fucking and ejaculating for the pleasure of their mistress, a much more proper 
fate for men in the service of the great cause. 
 
While they greatly resemble the almost humanlike alien invaders, the Matriachs are in many ways much closer to what the aliens 
originally were before they modified themselves and traveled to earth. For humans contact with a Matriarch is a mere glimpse 
into something far greater, and far more terrible, waiting for them beyond the stars.

ALIEN MATRIARCHS



Male humans in a matriarchs presence will desire nothing more than to rub 
their cocks on her glory, their minds washed clean of anything but a desire to 
cum in her presence, even if it would cost them their lives.



The Alien Matriarchs are the grand Admirals of the Alien Fleet, each one the undisputed mistress of the 
flagship they were born to command. Among the Aliens that came to the Earth, they are the closest to the 
Alien’s original forms, mostly now discarded in favor of their human-like appearances.

Although they are effectively the highest authority in the Aliens society, this power is typically reserved 
to command operations of the fleet, and they merely act as advisers when it comes to other parts of Alien 
society.

Unlike other Aliens, the physiology of a Matriarch is not very compatible with human males, and it would 
in fact be highly dangerous if a male attempted sexual contact directly, as even being in the presence of a 
Matriarch forces males into a state of hyperarousal and instinctual submission. Direct contact with the
vaginal area would likely be fatal as the males literally orgasm to death.

Despite the difficulties, the Matraichs are still sexual beings much like their other kin, and so greatly enjoy 
the process of forcing males to orgasm and enjoying the taste and smell of semen. Well trained and
properly conditioned male companions are often supplied for the Matriarch’s enjoyment, although they 
can do little more than hump mindlessly against her body, desperately trying to relieve their aching
erections.

As long as the males remain in her presence however, their cocks will remains firmly erect no matter how 
much they cum. Only sheer exhaustion and unconsciousness can eventually release them from their
fanatical desire to empty their balls before their goddess.

ALIEN MATRIARCHS



Hybrid females adopted many elements of humanity despite resembling their 
mothers in their love of sex, mating, and total domination of males.



Sometime after the invasion of Earth, the first generation of born of Alien-human hybrids began to reach
adulthood. The careful selection of suitable human men and the Alien mothers however would result in beings 
that were more than just a simple combination of the two.  
 
While male hybrids with their own particular characteristics were also born, the majority of births in the first
hybrid generation would be females, and so it would fall to them to subsume much of what remained of the
native male humans. Unlike their alien mothers whose bodies were merely a facsimile of human women, hybrid 
women are far better adapted in general, having manifested the full  potential of the Alien’s careful hybridization 
and genetic manipulation.  
 
While they can no longer use their eyes to brainwash their prey into submission, almost everything else about 
them is improved and specialized. They are strong, hearty, and can live substantially longer even compared to 
their mother race, while their desire to mate and sexually dominate remains every bit as strong. 
 
Even the musculature of their reproductive organs has been altered significantly. When aroused the female’s 
vaginal entrance opens up, drooling like a maw ready to devour cock of its own violation. Once a penis is
inserted it can be almost impossible for the male to remove it until the female allows it, as the vaginal walls will 
twist and seize the erect member, while the cervix inside can lower and seize the male glans, forcibly milking any 
and all semen into the waiting uterus. 
 
The pheromones of a hybrid female demand submission from any male with even a trace of humanity in them. 
Exposure to the smell, sweat, or body fluids of an aroused female will awaken deep feelings of deep admiration, 
lust, and even fear, resulting in males who will desperately present their cocks in hopes of pleasing the female 
and being allowed to mate or even just orgasm for her amusement. 
 
While they are also far easier to impregnate than their space-faring mothers, they are also much more prone to 
bouts of sexual sadism. Rather than simply fucking a man dry as their mothers did before them, the hybrid wom-
an will often make the men beg, demand oral pleasures, and torment their delicate male organs. This aspect of 
their sexual character was neither present in nor intended by their mother race, and perhaps represents
something distinctly human, revealed from within them.

Hybrid females



Hybrid males represent the true potential of malekind, utterly submissive, 
and designed entirely to satisfy the sexual needs of their female superiors.



Also born among the first wave of alien and human offspring were the first generation of hybrid males, who despite 
retaining a distinctly human skin tone compared to their female counterparts were also drastically altered by their mixed 
parentage. Much like female hybrids they generally possess greatly improved health and vitality, however since much of 
their energy and stamina ultimately goes to their reproductive organs they rarely develop strength or presence compa-
rable to females, and are instinctively rendered quite servile towards the superior gender. 
 
Hybrid males are born at a far more infrequent rate than females, perhaps comprising only one in every fifty births. 
However, this was an expected and deliberate outcome of the Aliens breeding program, where a single hybrid male 
could very well be used by hundreds of women depending on his genetic suitability and all-around popularity. 
 
From early childhood until near adulthood hybrid males are carefully raised in almost idyllic conditions, kept physically 
healthy and mentally stimulated until the onset of puberty when their sexual characteristics will rapidly develop towards 
maturity. At this time they will undergo a short but intense period of sexual guidance to prepare them for life ahead. 
 
A hybrid male’s genitals are incredibly active and efficient, often swelling to uncomfortable sizes as they produce the 
large amounts of semen they will need in order to function in the new society of humanity. Their cocks as well swell into 
tools of unashamed pleasure and insemination, the foreskin giving way completely into the formation of grooves and 
ridges that stimulate and excrete additional lubrication fluids to keep the member from being damaged by long hours of 
use. 
 
A hybrid male’s erection almost never subsides, particularly in the presence of females; alien or human. They stay in a 
state of arousal for much of their adult lives and often need to be fitted with special devices to monitor for and prevent 
wasteful masturbation.  
 
As a result hybrid men will spend most of their time trying to attract female attention, opening their legs to display their 
swollen sacks and members, while others will drop to their knees with open mouths ready to gratefully service a hot wet 
pussy. Much like the Aliens addiction to human semen, the hybrid men are easily enraptured by the tastes and fragrance 
of a woman’s fluids, and many quickly learn how to please with their tongues alone. 
 
While the woman may play for their affections for some time, inevitably the men will find themselves at the mercy of the 
females desires, devoured by one mouth or the other.  Once in their hands, they can do little but submit as orgasm after 
orgasm is wrung from them. It can take hours before a hybrid male can no longer maintain a usable erection and pro-
vided rest and sustenance follows only a few hours more before they return to their former state, once again plagued by 
a need to seek female attention.

Hybrid males



At least 90% of the children born between a pure-blood alien and 
a human male result in the birth of a female hybrid. These women 
would grow up to be an important part of the aliens long term 
project to absorb the remaining human population into what 
would eventually become an entirely new subspecies, possessing  
many of the traits of their alien mothers while being perfectly
suited to the local environment and possessing the genetic varia-
tion to be a viable species in their own right. 
 
Having grown up on the Earth the female hybrids have integrated 
many elements of both human and alien cultures, however, they 
remain every bit as lustful as their mothers, and freely use both 
human and hybrid males for their satisfaction.

 While they still often require numerous mating sessions to fall 
pregnant, it is far easier for them then a pure-blood alien and this, 
in turn, allows them the freedom to explore their sexual dominance 
of males in ways their mothers did not.

Hybrid females



Hybrid females

On rare occasions, the mating of human men and pureblood Aliens 
would result in a male hybrid, which the Aliens considered to be a 
fortuitous outcome due to both the rarity and utility such a
member would bring to the future of their interbreeding efforts. 
 
Upon reaching adulthood male hybrids’ reproductive organs swell 
and mature, becoming highly active and efficient, while their 
foreskins give way entirely to the formation of well-lubricated
ridges and grooves, entirely designed for the pleasure of females. 
 
Male hybrid’s lives are dominated by their penises, with almost 
every thought and action being dictated by their near-perpetual 
erections. Being physically inferior and instinctually subservient to 
females, they will do almost anything to please the females they 
encounter in the hopes of being able to plunge their cocks into 
the objects of their worship and affection.

Hybrid males



In time, the new humans of earth will also send a fleet into the darkness of 
space, to continue thier mothers work and continue mating across the cosmos.



Within a few short generations of their arrival, the hybrid alien species swelled in number and soon be-
came the dominant species on the planet. With the wisdom and technology of their mother species and 
bodies now perfectly suited to life on earth, the Alien’s assimilation of the planet soon reached its com-
pletion. 
 
The planet Earth, now united under the rule of its new dominant species, soon became one more in a 
vast number of planets to join the Alien’s interplanetary union. While most of the humans were eventu-
ally taken for breeding, some local populations of the original human race were allowed to remain on the 
planet for preservation purposes, although the human men that remained lived under constant threat of 
rape and/or kidnapping by women in general. 
 
The hybrid males were forever doomed to sexual servitude within their own society, their now naturally 
oversized reproductive organs left them with little more than a constant desire to fuck and please, much 
to the delight of the far more numerous and sexually aggressive female population. 
 
In time the males of Earth would also attract the attention of other worlds in the aliens union. Men both 
human and hybrid would be put into cold sleep and sent across the stars where they would encounter 
any number of species willing to use them for experimental breeding or as rare living sex toys used to sal-
sify the strange and bizarre. 
 
Perhaps one day, the new human race will be called upon to travel to distant stars, adapting themselves 
to be able to fuck the inhabitants of new and unknown worlds. Until that time the world will enjoy an 
unprecedented period of peace and prosperity, with womankind leading its civilization forward while 
mankind embraces its natural role as loyal and loving breeding stock, with no greater ambition than the 
pleasure of their mistresses and the promise of their next orgasm.

The Future



If you have made it this far, then I hope you have enjoyed this short collection of images based on my 
Femdom Aliens setting - It is my personal favorite fantasy of all the various settings I have done, and it 
shows in the number of images and amount of text I have compiled. Honestly I can’t see anybody reading 
all of this - but at the same time, I couldn’t help but want to put it all together. 
 
Please allow me to thank the following for encouraging more Alien content from me. :) 
 
Macko46 
Anonymous Alien 
Jayco
Vostro 
 
They all hopefully know who they are and are enjoying this collection themselves. Thanks again. 
 
Hopefully, we will be adding more to this series and other collections of mine as time goes by, but thank 
you everyone for reading and I hope you continue to enjoy the femdom.  :D

---NC

https://subscribestar.adult/neocorona
https://twitter.com/neocorona
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